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Atmtraet - - In  this paper, we are concerned with Markov decision proceuea under the average coat 
criterion. By taking a fractional programming approach, we first show that the problem can he 
reduced to a nonlinear equation whose unknown variable is the opt;reAl average coat to be determined. 
Next, for this nonlinear equation, we propose afamily of solution algorlthnm parametri~.d bya natural 
number (including +co), whose extreme cases, that is, the algorithms with parametcn 1 and +co 
correspond to the policy iteration and Newton-Raphson methods, respectively. This result shows a 
relationship betwee~ the above two methods, and suggests that a suitable choice of the parameter 
enable us to solve efficiently a given application problem with a specific structure. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The policy iteration method (or policy improvement method), which was initially proposed by 
Howard [1], is commonly used as an efficient computational solution algorithm for Markov 
(or scmi-Markov) decision processes under various optimality criteria. On the other hand, need- 
less to say, the Newton-Raphson method is a fast iterative method to solve systems of general 
nonlinear equations, and it is well-known that the quadratic onvergence is ensured for well- 
conditioned problems if its initial point is chosen close enough to the solution. 
It is noted that the policy iteration method is known to posses good convergence prop- 
erties similar to the Newton-Raphson method. For instance, it is stated in [2, Chapter 3]: 
The policy-iteration algorithm is empirically found to be a remarkably 
robust algorithm that converges very fast in specific problems. The 
number of iterations is practically independent of the number of states 
and of the starting policy and varies typically between 3 and 15 (say). 
Also, it can be roughly stated that the average costs of the policies 
generated by policy-iterations converge at least exponentially fast to 
the minimum costs. 
In fact, for Markov decision processes under the criterion of minimizing the expected total 
discounted cost over the infinite horizon (simply, the discounted cost), it is pointed out by several 
authors that the policy iteration method is equivalent to the Newton-Raphson method if the 
system of optimality equations of the problem is regarded as that of nonlinear equations whose 
unknown variables are the optimal discounted costs starting from respective initial states (for 
examples, [3-6], and so on (see Appendix)). Since the long-run average xpected cost per unit of 
time over the infinite horizon (simply, the average cost) is, in a sense, a limit of the discounted 
cost as the discount factor tends to unity, similar equivalence between the two methods holds as 
well for Markov decision processes under the average cost criterion. 
In this paper, we are concerned with Markov decision processes under the average cost criterion. 
By taking a fractional programming approach, we first show that the problem can be reduced to 
a nonlinear equation whose unknown variable is the optimal average cost to be determined. Next, 
for this nonlinear equation, we propose a family of solution algorithms parametrized by a natural 
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number (including +co), whose extreme cases, that is, the algorithms with parameters 1 and 
+co correspond to the policy iteration and Newton-Raphson methods, respectively. This t~ult  
shows another elationship between the two methods, and suggests that a suitable choice of the 
parameter enable us to solve efficiently a given application problem with a specific structure. 
2. F IN ITE  MARKOV DECIS ION PROCESS 
UNDER AVERAGE COST CRITERION 
We consider the Markov decision process defined by the following elements: 
• S := {0, 1, 2,..., M}: the finite state space, 
• A(i), i E S: the finite set of all allowable actions at state i, 
• A := tJiesA(i): the finite action space, 
• L := {(i, a) : i E S, a E A(i)): the set of all feasible pairs of state and action, 
• c(i, a), (i, a) E L: the expected instantaneous cost incurred when action a is taken at 
state i, 
• p(i,a,j), (i,a) E L, j E S: the 1-step transition probability to state j when action a is 
taken at state i, 
The formal definitions of histow and policy are in the followings. 
• Ht := L t x S, t = 0, 1,2,... : the set of possible histories at time t, 
• Hoo := L°°: the sample space. 
In an element 
ht = (:r0, a0, zt,..., zt-l, at-l, zt), 
of Hi, t = 0, 1,2,..., (zm, am) E L, s = 0, I, 2,... represents a pair of state and action at time s. 
A policy is defined as a sequence 6 = (6t;t = 0, I,... ) of conditional probability distributiaas 6, 
on A given history ht E Ht at time t, where the following condition must be satisfied: 
~,(ACx,) I h,) = 1, for all t = 0, 1,2,. . . ,  and ht E Hr. 
We denote the set of all allowable policies by A. A policy 6 = (6t;t = 0,1,...) E A is called 
Markov policy, if each 6t depends on ht only through t and zt. Furthermore, a Markov policy is 
called randomized stationary policy, if 6t does not depend on time t, that is, 
6t = 60, for nil t = 1,2, . . . .  
A randomized stationary policy is completely specified by a conditional probability distribution 
6o on A given state i E S such that 
60(a(i) I i) = 1, for all i E S. 
If the conditional probability distribution 60 degenerates, that is, there exists a mapping f from 
S to A satisfying 
f(i) E A(i), for all i E S 
and 
6(B l i) = 1B(f(i)), (2.1) 
then the randomized stationary policy 6 is called deterministic stationar~ policy (or, simply, 
stationary policy) and denoted, for simplicity, as 6 = f ,  where, in Eq. (2.1), la(.) denotes the 
indicator function of set A. If we denote the set of all stationary policies by F, then, by identifying 
a stationary policy f 6 F with a tuple 
(f(0), f(1), f(2),..., f(M)) E H A(i), 
ies 
we can write as F = I~ies A(i). 
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Our objective is to find an optimal policy 6 E A in the sense of minimizing the long-run average 
expected cost per unit of time over the infinite horizon (simply, the average cost) defined by 
g~(i) : -  limsup ~. . E~ c(X,,A,) Xo -" i , i E S, (2.2) 
T-*co  . z  "1" 
for all initial states i E S, where, in Eq. (2.2), E~[.] represents he expectation operator with 
respect o the probability measure P6 (') on the sample space Hco induced by the policy 6 E A, 
and Xt, At, t -- 0, 1,2,... are the random variables representing the state and action at time t, 
respectively. 
Throughout this paper, we assume the following accessibility condition, called the unichain 
assumption. 
Assumption ~.I. 
There exists a state i0 6 S such that, under any stationary policy f E F, state i0 is reachable 
from every other state (without loss of generality, we set i0 = O). I 
It is well-known in the theory of Markov decision processes that, under Assumption 21, there 
exists a stationary optimal policy and the optimal average cost is independent ofthe initial state, 
that is, 
~i~g6( i )=ming/=:g ' ,  for all i G S, 
I EF  " 
where, for any stationary policy / E F, we use an abbreviated notation g! in stead of g!(i) 
because it is independent of the initial state i E S. 
The optimality equations of the problem is in the following: 
v*( i )=min{c( i 'a ) -g '+EP( i 'a ' j )v* ( J )}  ' a E A C i )  jqs iES.  (2.3) 
In Eq. (2.3), v*(.): S ---, 7~ is an unknown function to be determined and called the relative cost 
function, and it is known to be unique up to an additive constant. Thus, we can set as 
v'(O) = O, (2.4) 
without any loss of generality. 
As standard computational solution methods for the system of optimality equations (2.3), (2.4), 
1. the policy iteration method (or policy improvement method), 
2. the successive approximation method (or value iteration method), 
3. some methods uch as the simplex method based on a linear programming formulation 
are commonly used. Among them, our main concern in this paper is the first method escribed 
in the following. 
Algorithm ~.1. (Policy Iteration Method) 
Step 0 (Initialization): Start with any initial policy f0 E F. 
Step 1 (Policy Evaluation): Compute the average cost g!~ and the relative cost function vs,(i), 
i E S under the current pol icy/ ,  E F by solving the following system of linear equations: 
v/..(i ) = c( i , f . ( i ) )  -- g/,, + EP( i ,  fn(i),J)t~l..(J), i E S, (2.5) 
jES 
,,!.(o) = o. (2.o) 
Step 2 (Policy Improvement): If there exists a policy / E F such that the inequalities 
v!. (i) >_ c(i, f(i)) - g!. + E p(i, f(i), j)v!. (j) (2.7) 
yES 
hold for all states i E S with strict inequality for at least one state, then set f .+,  *--- f ,  n *-- n+ 1, 
and go to Step 1. Otherwise stop; f ,  is a stationary optimal policy. I 
In Step 2 (Policy Improvement) of the ordinary policy iteration method, a pol icy/ ,+, which 
takes the an action minimizing the right hand side of Ineq. (2.7) for each state i E S, is chosen 
as the new policy. 
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3. FRACTIONAL PROGRAMMING APPROACH 
Because, under Assumption (2.1), an optimal policy exists in the class F of stationary poli- 
cies, we can confine ourselves to the class F. Under every stationary policy, the state process 
(X(t);t = 0, 1,2,... ) forms a discrete-time homogeneous Markov chain, in which state 0 is re- 
current. Therefore, if we regard a time duration between successive visits to state 0 as a cycle, 
from the well-known fact in the theory of renewal reward processes, it holds 
[ the average cost ] = [ the expected cost incurred in a cycle ] 
[ the expected length of a cycle ] 
For every stationary policy f E F, if we define 
s t l ( i ) ,  i E S: the expected value of the first passage time to state 0 from the initial state i
(or the first recurrence time to state 0 in the case that i = 0), 
• cy(i), i E S: the expected cost incurred till the first passage time to state 0 from the 
initial state i (or the first recurrence time to state 0 in the case that i = 0), 
then, since 
cj(0) 
gl = t1(0 ) , 
it suffices for us to solve the following fractional programming problem: 
P : min cl(0) (3.1) 
~EF if(0)" 
To solve the problem P, we introduce a family of problems Q(g) with a real parameter g: 
Q(g) : ra in{c / (0) -  gty(0)}. (3.2) 
/EF 
The next theorem is well-known in the theory of fractional programming (see, for instance, 
Schaible and Ibaraki [7]). 
THEOR~.M 3.1. 
(1) / f  f* E F is an optimal poticy of Problem P, and g* is its optimal value, then .f* is also 
optimal to Problem Q(g*), and it holds 
cs.(o) - g*ts.(o) = 0. 
(2) Conwrsely, if, for some g+, f+ E F is an optimal policy of Problem Q(g+ ) and its optimal 
value is equal to O, that is, 
ci,(o) - #+t~,(o) = o, 
then f+ is also optimal to Problem P and g+ is its optimal value. 
Concerning with Problems Q(g), we define the following functions: 
| 
vl (i; g) := e I (i) - gtl (i), 
v*(i;g) := ndnvr(i;g), 
yEF 
/ e F, i e S, (3.3) 
i E S. (3.4) 
Since F is a finite set, from the definitions (3.3) and (3.4), every v*(i;g), i E S is a monotone 
decreasing, piecewise linear, and concave function of g. Furthermore, for any g, if we let 
/9 :-" arg minjeFV S (0, g), 
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that is, if we let fg E F be the (or a) policy such that 
IEF 
then -t / , (0)  is easily seen to be the (or a super-) gradient of the function v*(0; .) at g. Fur- 
thermore, from Theorem 3.1, the optimal average cost g* is the unique solution to the following 
nonlinear equation: 
,,'(0; g) = O. (3.5) 
Therefore, various computational methods, which generate a sequence of g converging to g* by 
applying to Eq. (3.5) some standard solution method for nonlinear equations (such as bisection 
method, regula falsi, or secant method, and so on), and, as the limit, solve Problem Q(g*), can 
be considered. 
In this paper, we first consider the following basic algorithm, which generates a sequence of g 
converging monotonically tog* from above and, as the limit, solves Problem Q(g*). 
A lgor i thm 3.1. (BASIC ALGORITHM 1). 
Step 0 (Initialization): Start with any policy f0 E F. 
Step 1: Compute the average cost 
gl. = tj.(o) 
under the current policy f~ E F. 
Step 2: If there exists a policy f E F such that 
,,f(o : g l . )  < ,, j .(o : g j . )  = o ( gs < gs. ) ,  (3.6) 
then (find it and) set fn+x ~'- f ,  n ~ n + 1, and go to Step 1. Otherwise stop; fn is a stationary 
optimal policy. | 
Since F is a finite set, the finite convergence and the validity of the above Basic Algorithm 1 
axe obvious. In Step 2 of Basic Algorithm 1, only under Assumption 2.1, it is not easy task to 
find directly a new policy f, which has strictly improved average cost than the current policy fn, 
that is, Ineq. (3.6). Therefore, we consider to relax the qualification (3.6) of the new policy by 
replacing the strict < of Ineq. (3.6) with the weak _< (but imposing some additional condition 
which assures an improvement of policy in a sense). 
Algor i thm 3.2. (BASIC ALGORITHM 2). 
Step 0 (Initialization): Start with any policy f0 G F. 
Step 1: Compute the average cost 
ca.(0) 
g~" = ts.(o)' 
and the relative cost function v/ . ( i ;g / , ) ,  i E S under the current policy fn E F. 
Step 2: If there exists a policy f G F such that 
vy(i;g/,,) < vl.( i ;gl.,  ) (3.7) 
holds for all state i E S with strict inequality for at least one state, then (find it and) set 
f~+l *-- f ,  n ~- n + 1 and go to Step 1. Otherwise stop; fn is a stationary optimal policy. | 
The next theorem establishes the validity of Basic Algorithm 2. 
THEOREM 3.2. Basic Algorithm 2 converges and finds a stationary optima/policy after a finite 
number of iterations. | 
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4. K th ORDER POL ICY  IMPROVEMENT STEP  
In this section, we try to realize Step 2 of Basic Algorithm 2 proposed in the previous section. 
For this aim, we consider a new Markov decision process which has almost the same elements 
with the one defined in Section 2 except that the expected instantaneous cost incurred when 
action a is taken at state i is replaced with c(i, a) - g, where g is a real parameter corresponding 
to the one introduced in the previous section. Furthermore, we consider, what is called, the firs~ 
passage problem, that is, as the optimality criterion, we adopt the expected total cost incurred 
till the process visits state 0 for the first time. Now, we let v*(i;g), i E S denotes the optimal 
cost function, that is the minimal value of the expected total cost incurred till the first pamutge 
time to state 0 (or the first recurrence time in case that i -- 0) when the process starts from 
state i, then it satisfies the following optimality equations: 
v*(i;g)= rrdn jES-{0}E P(i'a'j)v'(j;g)}' iES. (4.1) 
Concerning with the above optimality equations (4.1), we define the transformations TI(#) , 
f E F and T*(g) defined on 7~ s with a real parameter 9 as follows: for real value function v(.) 
on S, 
[T/(g)v]( i) :=c(i ' f( i ))-g+ E p(i,f(i),j)v(j), iES ,  (4.2) 
jEs-{0} 
[T*(g)v] (i) := rain [Tl(g)v ] (i) IEF 
-- min jes-{0}EP(i'a'j)v(J) ! , iES . (4.3) 
Under Assumption 2.1, for every g, the transformations T](g), f E F and T*(g) have the 
(M + 1)-stage contraction property (see [8]), therefore the optimality equations (4.1) can be 
solved by any one of the standard computational solution methods uch as 
1. the policy iteration method, 
2. the successive approximation method, 
3. some methods uch as the simplex method based on a linear programming formulation 
[91). 
Now, we propose the following, what we call, K th order policy improvement s~ep 
parametrized by K (= 1,2, . . . ,  +oo). 
Step 2 (K th Order Policy Improvement): 
Step 2.1: For all i E S, we let 
u(i) ~-- [T*(gl.)g-tvy.(.;gy.)] (i). (4.4) 
Step 2.2: If 
[Ty.(gl.)n ] (i) = [T*Cgl.)U ] (i) (4.5) 
for all i 6 S, then stop; f ,  is the (or a) stationary optimal policy, otherwise, find a policy [ ~ F 
such that 
[TI (g/.)u] (i) = [T" (g/,,)n] (i), i E S, (4.6) 
and set f ,+l  ~-- f, n ~-- n + 1, and go to Step 1. 
It is not hard to show: 
THZOREM 4.1, For any K (= 1, 2 , . . . ,  +oo), K th order policy improvement step rea/izes Step 2 
of Basic Algorithm 2. II 
Here, the following two remarks hould be noted. 
1. If we set K = 1, then the above K th order policy improvement s ep becomes the mmm 
with Step 2 (Policy Improvement) of the ordinary policy iteration method. Thus, Basic 
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Algorithm 2 taking in 1st order policy improvement s ep as its Step 2 is equivalent to the 
ordinary policy iteration method. 
2. If we set K = +or, then Step 2.1 of K th order policy improvement s ep solves the op- 
timality equations completely (by the suec~asive approximation method) to compute the 
optimal cost function v*(.; g1,), and substitutes it to the function u(.) (although, it is not 
practically possible to execute infinite number of iterations in Step 2.1, it is not necessary 
to do so either (see the paragraph following Eq. (4.3)). Then, by Step 2.2, it holds 
¢( ' ;gs . )  = T* (gt . )¢C ' ;as . )  = T j . , , (a l . )¢C . ;g j . ) ,  (4.7) 
and, thus 
v~.+~ (0; gt.) = v'(0; gl.) (4.8) 
holds; Accordingly, since -t1=+1(0 ) is the (or a super-) gradient of function v*(0;-) at gl. 
as stated in the previous ection, and further 
gl.+~ = tl.+,(O) 
cj.,,(o)-gjjj.,,(o) 
=gj .  - [ _ tm, (o )  ] 
vs . , , (o ;g l . )  =gJ -  - (4.9) 
Basic Algorithm 2 is reduced to the Newton-Raphson method for solving the nonlinear 
equation (3.5). 
As the parameter K becomes larger, Step 2.1 solves more precisely the optimality equa- 
tions (4.1) of the first passage problem. Thus, we can expect more effective improvement of 
policy in Step 2.1 per one iteration, and the convergence of the algorithm after fewer number 
of iterations. In stead, the resulting computational requirement for executing Step 2 per one 
iteration becomes more burden. Accordingly, for the reduction of the total computation time of 
algorithm, a suitable choice of the parameter K is key. Generally, it is not necessary to fix the 
parameter K in every iteration of Step 2 throughout the algorithm proceeds, and its adaptive 
choice does not affect the finite convergence property and validity of the algorithm. 
If, for any stationary policy, the (sub-stochastic) matrix resulting from deleting the 1st low and 
the 1st column (corresponding to state 0) of the 1-step transition probability matrix [p(i,/(i), j); 
i, j E 5"] of the state process is upper or lower triangular, it is not hard to solve completely 
the optimality equations (4.1) of the first passage problem, and, thus, the Newton-Raphson 
method becomes very effective. Furthermore, in this case, the Newton-Raphson is equivalent to 
the version of the ordinary policy improvement method in which Step 2 (Policy Improvement) 
is executed in the Gauss-Seidel manner. Application problems with such a state transition struc- 
ture includes optimal maintenance problems of Markovian deterioration systems (see, for an 
example, [9]). 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, after reducing the Markov decision process under the average cost criterion to 
a fractional programming problem, we propose a family of computational solution algorithms 
involving, what we call, K th order policy improvement s ep parametrized by a natural number 
K (including +c¢). 
Since, this family includes the policy iteration method (K = 1) and the Newton-Raphson 
method (K - +oo) as the extreme cases, it is considered to be a flexible method. It is left for 
our future's research to obtain a knowledge about the rule for suitable choice of the parameter K 
by applying this algorithm to various practical problems, and carrying out many computational 
experiments. 
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S|m|l~t" to the average cost problem, the standard computational solution methods for the optimality equa- 
tions (A.3) are: 
1. the policy iteration method, 
2. the successive approximation method, 
3. some methods uch as the simplex method based on a linear programming for~dAt-lon. 
Among them, the policy iteration method for the discounted cost problam is described in the following:. 
A lgor i thm A.1. (Policy Iteration Method) 
Step 0 (Initialization): Start with any initial policy f0 E F. 
Step 1 (Policy Evaluation): Compute the ~-dlscounted cost function u#,/~ (i), i E S under the ctwrent policy 
fn E F by solving the following system of linear equations: 
ut~,i. (i ) = c( i, fn( i) ) + [3 E p( i, /n(i), j )u#,I .  (j ), i E $. (A.4)  
jES 
Step 2 (Policy Improvement): If there exists a policy f E F such that the inequalities 
~'~',I. (i) > c(i, f( i)) + ,8 ~ p(i, f(i),.i)~,p,s.(J) (A.6) 
jES 
hold for all states i E S with strict inequality for at least one state, then set fn+x *" f ,  n *-  n -I- 1, and go to 
Step 1. Otherwise stop; fn is the (or a) stationary optimal policy. ]l 
In Step 2 (Policy Improvement) of the ordinary policy iteration method, a policy .fn+l which takes an action 
minimizing the right hand side of Ineq. (A.5) for each state i E S, is dumen as the new policy. 
For any real valued function u(.) on S, let us define a transformation U~(.) (or a mapping from RM+x ... RM+I 
if we regard every real valued function u(.) on S by a point of ~M+X namely, an (M+ 1)-dimemional real vector) 
by 
t "  ~t  
(i):= ,,(i)- ,Ci,,,)+aEJ, li,,,,J),,CJ)}, S. (A.e) 
sEA(,) ~ jES ). 
The~, to solve the optimality equation (A.3) is equivalent to solve the following system of nonlinear equations: 
[U~(u)] (i) = O, i ~ S. (A.7) 
Now, if we let (fn; n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  ) be the sequence of stationary policies generated by the ordln~y policy iteration 
method, and (Un; n = 0 ,1 ,  2 . . . .  ) be the one of the ~-dlscounted cost ftmctione under them (by regarding as points 
of 7~M+~), then 
U~(u,.) + (I - 3P(I .+l))(u,,+l - u,,) = 0, n = 0,1, 2 . . . . .  (A.8) 
or equlvalent]y 
u.+1 = u .  - (I - 3P(fn+I)) - IU~(un),  n = 0,1,2 . . . . .  (A.9) 
where I is the (M -b I) × (M q- 1)-identity matrix, and for any stationary policy I E F, we define 
P( f )  :=. [p( i , f ( i ) , j ) ; i , j  E S]. 
On the other hand, since the (M -I- 1) × (M 4" 1)-matrlx I - 13P(fn+l) is a npport of the mapping U~(.) at Un 
(or the Jacoblan of the mapping U~(.) evaluated at Un, namely, 
VU~(u.)  "= [ Ou(j) ; i , j  E , (A.10) 
U~-Um 
i f /n+l  (i) E A(i) is the unique action attaining 
r~9... ~c(i,a) + , Ep( i ,a , j )un( j ) !  , (A.11) 
sEA(t) t j6.S ) 
the ordinary policy iteration method for the discounted cost problem is equivalent to the Newton-Raphecm method 
applied to solve the system (A.7) of nonlinear equations. 
